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Abstract
A new family of Barnes beta distributions on (0,∞) is introduced and its infinite divisibility,
moment determinacy, scaling, and factorization properties are established. The Morris integral
probability distribution is constructed from Barnes beta distributions of types (1,0) and (2,2), and
its moment determinacy and involution invariance properties are established. For application, the
maximum distributions of the 2D gaussian free field on the unit interval and circle with a non-
random logarithmic potential are conjecturally related to the critical Selberg and Morris integral
probability distributions, respectively, and expressed in terms of sums of Barnes beta distributions
of types (1,0) and (2,2).
Keywords: Infinite divisibility, multiplicative chaos measure, Morris integral, multiple gamma func-
tion, Selberg integral, self-duality.
1 Introduction
This paper advances the theory of Barnes beta probability distributions that we introduced in [38]
and [39]. Barnes beta distributions lie at the crossroads of several areas of probability theory and
statistical physics: Dufresne distributions [11], infinite divisibility in the context of special functions
of analytic number theory [5], [23], [35], Le´vy processes [26] – [28], and, conjecturally, gaussian
multiplicative chaos [37], the distribution of the maximum of the characteristic polynomial of GUE
random matrices [21], and mod-gaussian limit theorems for mesoscopic statistics [40].
The defining property of Barnes beta distributions βM,N(a,b), M ≤ N, a = (a1, · · · ,aM), b =
(b0,b1, · · · ,bN), is that their Mellin transform is given in the form of an intertwining product of ratios
of multiple gamma functions of Barnes [4]. For example, in the special case of type (2,2), a=(a1,a2),
b = (b0,b1,b2), the Mellin transform is
E
[β2,2(a,b)q]=Γ2(q+b0 |a)Γ2(b0 |a)
Γ2(b0 +b1 |a)
Γ2(q+b0 +b1 |a)
Γ2(b0 +b2 |a)
Γ2(q+b0 +b2 |a)×
× Γ2(q+b0 +b1 +b2 |a)
Γ2(b0 +b1 +b2 |a) . (1)
It is known that βM,N(a,b) takes values in (0, 1] if M < N and in (0, 1) if M = N.
The contribution of this paper is to review the general theory of Barnes beta distributions for
M ≤ N, extend it to the case of M = N + 1, and give novel applications of the new and existing
1
theory. Our theoretical contribution is the proof that βM,M−1(a,b) exists for M ∈ N, takes values in
(0,∞), has infinitely divisible logarithm, and satisfies remarkable infinite factorizations. In particular,
the new construction specializes to certain intertwining products of multiple sine functions. This is
motivated by the work of [26] – [28], who computed the Mellin transform of certain functionals of
the stable Le´vy process in the form of products of ratios of double gamma functions that are different
from (1). Their distributions coincide with what we call β2,1(a,b), a = (a1,a2), b = (b0,b1),
E
[β2,1(a,b)q]= Γ2(q+b0 |a)Γ2(b0 |a)
Γ2(b0 +b1 |a)
Γ2(q+b0 +b1 |a) . (2)
The contribution of this paper to statistical physics is to formulate precise conjectures about the
distribution of the maximum of the 2D gaussian free field (GFF) on the unit interval and circle with
a non-random logarithmic potential in terms of Barnes beta distributions. The GFF is a fascinating
mathematical object that is of fundamental interest in statistical mechanics of disordered energy land-
scapes [7], [14], [16], [18], [19], [20], quantum disordered systems exhibiting multifractality [8], [9],
[15], and quantum gravity [12], [42]. It also appears naturally in the limit of a wide class of statistics.
For example, [22] proved convergence of the distribution of the log-characteristic polynomial of large
unitary matrices to the GFF on the circle and [17] proved convergence of an appropriately rescaled
log-characteristic polynomial of large Hermitian matrices to the GFF on the interval. We recently
showed in [40] that the smoothed indicator function of the mesoscopic statistics of Riemann zeroes
of Bourgade-Kuan [6] and Rodgers [43] converges to the GFF on the interval. We also indicated there
that the same result is true of any linear statistic that converges to a gaussian process having H 1/2(R)
limiting covariance such as the local CUE statistic of Soshnikov [46], for example.
The problem of calculating the maximum distribution of the GFF was first considered in [14] for
the GFF on the circle and in [19] on the interval, and then extended in [15], [20], and most recently
in [7] and [18]. In all cases they conjectured the Laplace transform of the maximum distribution
including the leading asymptotic (non-random) drift and the fluctuating part of the distribution. While
there has recently been made good progress in verifying their results for the drift, see [10], their
conjectures for the fluctuating part are still beyond the reach of existing methods, as the law of the
so-called derivative martingale is unknown, see [30] and [48] for details. The difficulty of the problem
is that their solutions are based on the still unproven freezing scenario for the gaussian multiplicative
chaos measure, see [31] for recent progress, and on the conjectured form of the Mellin transform of
the total (random) mass of that measure, see [49] for partial results in the circle case. Our contribution
is to show that the result of [18] and [19] for the fluctuating part on the interval does correspond to a
valid probability distribution, namely, the critical Selberg integral probability distribution, which we
developed in [37] and [39], and can be naturally expressed in terms of Barnes beta distributions of
types (1,0) and (2,2), thereby conjecturing the law of the derivative martingale. We also clarify the
origin of the self-duality of the Mellin transform that plays a key role in their freezing framework and
give a heuristic derivation of the conjecture by combining their calculations for the fluctuating part
with our conjecture about the total mass of the multiplicative chaos measure on the interval. In the
case of the circle, we construct a new probability distribution having the property that its nth moment
equals the value of the Morris integral of dimension n, express it in terms of Barnes beta distributions
of types (1,0) and (2,2), prove self-duality of its Mellin transform, and further extend the original
work of [14] by formulating a novel conjecture about (the fluctuating part of) the distribution of the
maximum of the GFF on the circle with a non-random logarithmic potential in terms of the critical
Morris integral distribution, thereby also conjecturing the law of the derivative martingale in this case.
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The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we give a review of the general theory of Barnes
beta distributions of type (M,N) and of the Selberg integral distribution as a special case of the theory
corresponding to type (2,2). In Section 3 we construct a new family of Barnes beta distributions on
(0,∞). In Section 4 we construct the Morris integral distribution and study its properties. In Section 5
we treat the maximum distribution of the gaussian free field. In Section 6 we give the proofs. Section
7 concludes.
2 A Review of Multiple Gamma Functions and Barnes Beta and Sel-
berg Integral Distributions
The multiple gamma function of Barnes [4] is defined classically by
Γ−1M (w |a) = eP(w |a) w
∞
∏
n1,··· ,nM=0
′
(
1+ wΩ
)
exp
( M
∑
k=1
(−1)k
k
wk
Ωk
)
, (3)
where Re(w)> 0, P(w |a) is a polynomial in w of degree M that depends on one’s choice of normal-
ization, the parameters a j > 0, j = 1 · · ·M,
Ω ,
M
∑
i=1
ni ai, (4)
and the prime indicates that the product is over all indices except n1 = · · · = nM = 0. Our choice of
normalization is that of Ruijsenaars [44], which is explained next. Let
fM(t|a) = tM
M
∏
j=1
(1− e−a jt)−1, (5)
for some integer M ≥ 0. Slightly modifying the definition in [44], we define multiple Bernoulli poly-
nomials by
BM,m(x|a) , d
m
dtm
∣∣∣
t=0
[ fM(t|a)e−xt]. (6)
The key result of [44] about the log-multiple Gamma function that we need is summarized in the
following theorem.
Theorem 2.1 (Ruijsenaars) logΓM(w|a) satisfies the Malmste´n-type formula for Re(w)> 0,
log ΓM(w|a) =
∞∫
0
dt
tM+1
(
e−wt fM(t|a)−
M−1
∑
k=0
tk
k! BM,k(w|a)−
tM e−t
M!
BM,M(w|a)
)
. (7)
logΓM(w |a) satisfies the asymptotic expansion,
logΓM(w |a) =− 1M!BM,M(w |a) log(w)+
M
∑
k=0
BM,k(0 |a)(−w)M−k
k!(M− k)!
M−k
∑
l=1
1
l +
+RM(w |a), (8)
RM(w |a) =O(w−1), |w| → ∞, |arg(w)|< pi. (9)
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The formula in (7) can be thought of as defining the Barnes multiple gamma function by
ΓM(w |a), exp
(
logΓM(w |a)
)
, (10)
in which case one proves that the formula in (3) holds for a particular choice of P(w |a). One can
show that ΓM(w |a) satisfies the fundamental functional equation
ΓM(w |a) = ΓM−1(w | aˆi)ΓM
(
w+ai |a
)
, i = 1 · · ·M, M ∈ N, (11)
aˆi = (a1, · · · ,ai−1, ai+1, · · · ,aM). For example,
Γ1(w |a) = a
w/a−1/2
√
2pi
Γ(w/a), (12)
Γ0(w) = 1/w. (13)
The multiple gamma function has three additional properties that are important for our purposes.
Let Re(w)> 0, κ > 0 and (κ a)i , κ ai, i = 1 · · ·M. Then, it has the scaling property,
ΓM(κw |κa) = κ−BM,M(w |a)/M! ΓM(w |a). (14)
Let Re(w)> 0 and k = 1,2,3, · · · . It has the multiplication property,
ΓM(kw |a) = k−BM,M(kw |a)/M!
k−1
∏
p1,··· ,pM=0
ΓM
(
w+
∑Mj=1 p ja j
k
∣∣∣a). (15)
Given x > 0 and a = (a1 · · ·aM−1), there exist functions φM
(
w,x |a,aM
)
and
ΨM(w,y |a) such that
ΓM
(
w |a,aM
)
=eφM(w,x |a,aM ) ΓM−1(w |a)
∞
∏
k=1
ΓM−1(w+ kaM |a)
ΓM−1(x+ kaM |a)×
× exp
(
ΨM(x,kaM |a)−ΨM(w,kaM |a)
)
. (16)
ΨM(w,y |a) and φM(w,x |a,aM) are polynomials in w of degree M. This is known as Shintani factor-
ization, see [45] for the original result for M = 2. The interested reader can find explicit formulas for
ΨM(w,y |a) and φM(w,x |a,aM) and derivations of all the three properties in [39].
We now proceed to review the Barnes beta construction following [38] and [39]. Define the action
of the combinatorial operator SN on a function h(x) by
Definition
(SNh)(q |b) ,
N
∑
p=0
(−1)p
N
∑
k1<···<kp=1
h
(
q+b0 +bk1 + · · ·+bkp
)
. (17)
In other words, in (17) the action of SN is defined as an alternating sum over all combinations of p
elements for every p = 0 · · ·N.
Definition Given q ∈ C− (−∞,−b0], a = (a1 · · ·aM), b = (b0,b1 · · ·bN), let1
ηM,N(q |a, b), exp
((
SN logΓM
)
(q |a, b)− (SN log ΓM)(0 |a, b)). (18)
1 We will abbreviate
(
SN logΓM
)
(q |a, b) to mean the action of SN on logΓM(x|a), i.e.
(
SN logΓM(x|a)
)
(q |b).
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The function ηM,N(q |a, b) is holomorphic over q ∈ C− (−∞,−b0] and equals a product of ratios of
multiple gamma functions by construction. Specifically,
ηM,N(q |a,b) =ΓM(q+b0|a)ΓM(b0|a)
N
∏
j1=1
ΓM(b0 +b j1 |a)
ΓM(q+b0 +b j1 |a)
N
∏
j1< j2
ΓM(q+b0 +b j1 +b j2 |a)
ΓM(b0 +b j1 +b j2 |a)
×
N
∏
j1< j2< j3
ΓM(b0 +b j1 +b j2 +b j3 |a)
ΓM(q+b0 +b j1 +b j2 +b j3 |a)
· · · , (19)
until all the N indices are exhausted. The function logηM,N(q |a, b) has an important integral repre-
sentation that follows from that of log ΓM(w|a) in (7).
Theorem 2.2 (Existence and Structure) Given M,N ∈N such that M≤N, the function ηM,N(q |a, b)
is the Mellin transform of a probability distribution on (0,1]. Denote it by βM,N(a,b). Then,
E
[βM,N(a,b)q]= ηM,N(q |a, b), Re(q)>−b0. (20)
The distribution − logβM,N(a,b) is infinitely divisible on [0,∞) and has the Le´vy-Khinchine decom-
position for Re(q)>−b0,
E
[
exp
(
q log βM,N(a,b))]= exp(
∞∫
0
(e−tq−1)e−b0t
N
∏
j=1
(1− e−b jt)
M
∏
i=1
(1− e−ait)
dt
t
)
. (21)
logβM,N(a,b) is absolutely continuous if and only if M = N. If M < N,
− logβM,N(a,b) is compound Poisson and
P
[βM,N(a,b) = 1]= exp(−
∞∫
0
e−b0t
N
∏
j=1
(1− e−b jt)
M
∏
i=1
(1− e−ait)
dt
t
)
, (22a)
= exp
(−(SN log ΓM)(0 |a, b)). (22b)
It is worth emphasizing that the integral representation of log ηM,N(q |a, b) in (21) is the main result
as it automatically implies that βM,N(a,b) is a valid probability distribution having infinitely divisible
logarithm, see Chapter 3 of [47] for background material on infinitely divisible distributions on [0,∞).
The Mellin transform of Barnes beta distributions satisfies a function equation that is inherited
from that of the multiple gamma function and two remarkable factorizations.
Theorem 2.3 (Properties) 1≤M ≤ N, q ∈C− (−∞,−b0], i = 1 · · ·M,
ηM,N(q+ai |a, b) = ηM,N(q |a, b) exp
(−(SN logΓM−1)(q | aˆi,b)). (23)
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Let Ω , ∑Mi=1 ni ai.
ηM,N(q |a,b) =
∞
∏
k=0
ηM−1,N(q+ kai | aˆi,b)
ηM−1,N(kai | aˆi,b) , (24)
ηM,N(q |a,b) =
∞
∏
n1,··· ,nM=0
[ b0 +Ω
q+b0 +Ω
N
∏
j1=1
q+b0 +b j1 +Ω
b0 +b j1 +Ω
×
×
N
∏
j1< j2
b0 +b j1 +b j2 +Ω
q+b0 +b j1 +b j2 +Ω
×
×
N
∏
j1< j2< j3
q+b0 +b j1 +b j2 +b j3 +Ω
b0 +b j1 +b j2 +b j3 +Ω
· · ·
]
. (25)
Probabilistically, these factorizations are equivalent to, respectively,
βM,N(a, b) in law=
∞
∏
k=0
βM−1,N(aˆi, b0 + kai, b1, · · · ,bN), (26)
βM,N(a, b) in law=
∞
∏
n1,··· ,nM=0
β0,N(b0 +Ω, b1, · · · ,bN). (27)
We note that the factorizations in (24) and (25) correspond to the Shintani and Barnes factorizations
of the multiple gamma function, see (16) and (3), respectively. The functional equation in (23) gives
us the moments.
Corollary 2.4 (Moments) Assume ai = 1. Let k ∈N.
E
[βM,N(a,b)k]= exp(− k−1∑
l=0
(
SN logΓM−1
)
(l | aˆi,b)
)
, (28)
E
[βM,N(a,b)−k]= exp(k−1∑
l=0
(
SN logΓM−1
)
(−(l+1) | aˆi,b)
)
, k < b0. (29)
The scaling property in (14) gives us the scaling invariance.
Theorem 2.5 (Scaling invariance) Let κ > 0. Then,
β κM,N(κ a,κ b) in law= βM,N(a, b). (30)
The interested reader can find additional properties of Barnes beta distributions and many exam-
ples in [38].
The multiplication property in (15) gives us the structure of the Selberg integral probability dis-
tribution, as was first shown in [39]. Recall the classical Selberg integral.
∫
[0,1]l
l
∏
i=1
s
λ1
i (1− si)λ2
l
∏
i< j
|si− s j|−2/τ ds1 · · ·dsl =
l−1
∏
k=0
Γ(1− (k+1)/τ)Γ(1+λ1− k/τ)Γ(1+λ2− k/τ)
Γ(1−1/τ)Γ(2+λ1 +λ2− (l + k−1)/τ) , (31)
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confer [13] for a modern treatment. We will assume for simplicity that λi ≥ 0 and τ > 1. In what
follows we write τ as an abbreviation of (1,τ) in the list of parameters of the double gamma and β2,2.
Theorem 2.6 (Selberg Integral Probability Distribution) Define the function
M(q |τ ,λ1,λ2),
( 2pi τ 1τ
Γ
(
1−1/τ)
)q Γ2(1−q+ τ(1+λ1) |τ)
Γ2(1+ τ(1+λ1) |τ) ×
× Γ2(1−q+ τ(1+λ2) |τ)
Γ2(1+ τ(1+λ2) |τ)
Γ2(−q+ τ |τ)
Γ2(τ |τ) ×
× Γ2(2−q+ τ(2+λ1+λ2) |τ)
Γ2(2−2q+ τ(2+λ1+λ2) |τ) (32)
for Re(q)< τ . Then, M(q |τ ,λ1,λ2) is the Mellin transform of a probability distribution M(τ ,λ1,λ2) on
(0,∞),
M(q |τ ,λ1,λ2) = E
[
Mq(τ ,λ1,λ2)
]
, Re(q)< τ , (33)
and its positive moments satisfy for l < τ
E
[
Ml(τ ,λ1,λ2)
]
=
l−1
∏
k=0
Γ(1− (k+1)/τ)
Γ(1−1/τ)
Γ(1+λ1− k/τ)Γ(1+λ2− k/τ)
Γ(2+λ1 +λ2− (l+ k−1)/τ) . (34)
logM(τ ,λ1,λ2) is absolutely continuous and infinitely divisible. Define the distributions
L ,exp
(
N (0, 4log 2/τ)
)
, (35)
Y ,τ y−1−τ exp
(−y−τ)dy, y > 0, (36)
i.e. log L is a zero-mean normal with variance 4log 2/τ and Y is a power of the exponential. Let
X1, X2, X3 have the β−12,2 (τ ,b) distribution with the parameters
X1 , β−12,2
(
τ ,b0 = 1+ τ + τλ1, b1 = τ(λ2−λ1)/2, b2 = τ(λ2−λ1)/2
)
, (37)
X2 , β−12,2
(
τ ,b0 = 1+ τ + τ(λ1 +λ2)/2, b1 = 1/2, b2 = τ/2
)
, (38)
X3 , β−12,2
(
τ ,b0 = 1+ τ , b1 =
1+ τ + τλ1 + τλ2
2
, b2 =
1+ τ + τλ1+ τλ2
2
)
. (39)
Then,
M(τ ,λ1,λ2)
in law
= 2pi 2−
[
3(1+τ)+2τ(λ1+λ2)
]
/τ Γ
(
1−1/τ)−1 LX1 X2 X3Y. (40)
The Mellin transform is involution invariant under
τ → 1
τ
, q→ q
τ
, λi → τλi. (41)
M
(q
τ
| 1
τ
,τλ1,τλ2
)
(2pi)−
q
τ Γ
q
τ (1− τ)Γ(1− q
τ
) =M(q |τ ,λ1,λ2)(2pi)−q×
×Γq(1− 1
τ
)Γ(1−q). (42)
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Remark The special case of λ1 = λ2 = 0 of Theorem 2.6 first appeared in [36]. The general case
was first considered in [19], who gave an equivalent expression for the right-hand side of (32) and
verified (34) without proving analytically that their formula corresponds to the Mellin transform of
a probability distribution. The first proof of the existence of the Selberg integral distribution in full
generality was given in [37], where we also discovered the decomposition in (40), followed by a
new, purely probabilistic proof of (40) in [39]. The involution invariance of the Mellin transform
in the equivalent form of self-duality, see (111) below, was first discovered in the special case of
λ1 = λ2 = 0 in [19]. We extended it to the general case in the form of (42) in [39], followed by the
general form of self-duality in [18]. The interested reader can find additional information about the
Selberg integral distribution such as negative moments, asymptotic expansion, moment determinacy
questions, functional equations, and infinite factorizations in [37].
3 A New Family of Barnes Beta Distributions
Let M ∈ N, a = (a1, · · · ,aM), and b = (b0,b1, · · · ,bM−1), all assumed to be positive. In other words,
N = M−1 in the sense of Barnes beta distributions. Define
ηM,M−1(q|a,b) , exp
((
SM−1 log ΓM
)
(q |a, b)− (SM−1 logΓM)(0 |a, b)). (43)
For example, in the case of M = 2 we have
η2,1(q|a,b) = Γ2(q+b0 |a)Γ2(b0 |a)
Γ2(b0 +b1 |a)
Γ2(q+b0 +b1 |a) . (44)
Such products were first discovered in [26] and [27] and then studied in depth in [28] in the context
of the Mellin transform of certain functionals of the stable Le´vy process.
Theorem 3.1 (Existence and Structure) Assume
Re(q)>−b0. (45)
ηM,M−1(q |a, b) is the Mellin transform of a probability distribution βM,M−1(a,b) on (0,∞).
E
[βM,M−1(a,b)q]= ηM,M−1(q |a, b). (46)
The distribution logβM,M−1(a,b) is infinitely divisible and absolutely continuous on R and has the
Le´vy-Khinchine decomposition
E
[
exp
(
q log βM,M−1(a,b))]= exp(
∞∫
0
(e−tq−1+qt)e−b0t
M−1
∏
j=1
(1− e−b jt)
M
∏
i=1
(1− e−ait)
dt
t
+
+q
∞∫
0
[e−t
t
M−1
∏
j=1
b j
M
∏
i=1
ai
− e−b0t
M−1
∏
j=1
(1− e−b jt)
M
∏
i=1
(1− e−ait)
]
dt
)
. (47)
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ηM,M−1(q |a, b) satisfies the functional equation in (23) and moment formulas in (28) and (29). Given
κ > 0, the scaling invariance property of βM,M−1(a,b) is
β κM,M−1(κ a,κ b) in law= κ
M−1
∏
j=1
b j/
M
∏
i=1
ai βM,M−1(a, b). (48)
Theorem 3.2 (Asymptotics) Given |arg(q)| < pi,
ηM,M−1(q |b) = exp
((M−1∏
j=1
b j/
M
∏
i=1
ai
)
q log(q)+O(q)
)
, q→ ∞. (49)
The Stieltjes moment problem for βM,M−1(a,b) is determinate (unique solution) iff
M−1
∏
j=1
b j ≤ 2
M
∏
i=1
ai. (50)
It is also interesting to look at the ratio of two independent Barnes beta distributions of type
(M,M−1) as this ratio has remarkable factorization properties. Let
¯b ,
(
¯b0,b1, · · ·bM−1
) (51)
for some fixed ¯b0 > 0 and define
βM,M−1(a,b, ¯b), βM,M−1(a,b)β−1M,M−1(a, ¯b). (52)
Then, the Mellin transform of βM,M−1(a,b, ¯b) satisfies two factorizations and scaling invariance that
are similar to those of Barnes beta distributions.
Theorem 3.3 (Properties) Let M ∈N, ¯b0 > Re(q)>−b0, i = 1 · · ·M, Ω , ∑Mi=1 ni ai.
ηM,M−1(q |a,b, ¯b) =
∞
∏
k=0
ηM−1,M−1(q+ kai | aˆi,b)
ηM−1,M−1(kai | aˆi,b)
ηM−1,M−1(−q+ kai | aˆi, ¯b)
ηM−1,M−1(kai | aˆi, ¯b)
, (53)
ηM,M−1(q |a,b, ¯b) =
∞
∏
n1,··· ,nM=0
[ b0 +Ω
q+b0 +Ω
¯b0 +Ω
−q+ ¯b0 +Ω
×
×
M−1
∏
j1=1
q+b0 +b j1 +Ω
b0 +b j1 +Ω
−q+ ¯b0 +b j1 +Ω
¯b0 +b j1 +Ω
×
×
M−1
∏
j1< j2
b0 +b j1 +b j2 +Ω
q+b0 +b j1 +b j2 +Ω
¯b0 +b j1 +b j2 +Ω
−q+ ¯b0 +b j1 +b j2 +Ω
· · ·
]
. (54)
Probabilistically, these factorizations are equivalent to, respectively,
βM,M−1(a, b, ¯b) in law=
∞
∏
k=0
βM−1,M−1(aˆi, b0 + kai, b1, · · · ,bM−1)×
×β−1M−1,M−1(aˆi, ¯b0 + kai, b1, · · · ,bM−1), (55)
βM,M−1(a, b, ¯b) in law=
∞
∏
n1,··· ,nM=0
β0,M−1(b0 +Ω, b1, · · · ,bM−1)×
×β−10,M−1(¯b0 +Ω, b1, · · · ,bM−1). (56)
Let κ > 0. Then,
β κM,M−1(κ a,κ b,κ ¯b) in law= βM,M−1(a, b, ¯b). (57)
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Remark The multiple sine function [25] is defined by
SM(w|a), ΓM(|a|−w|a)
(−1)M
ΓM(w|a) , (58)
where M = 0,1,2 · · · , |a|= ∑Mi=1 ai, and a = (a1, · · · ,aM) are fixed positive constants. Let
¯b0 = |a|−
M−1
∑
j=0
b j > 0. (59)
Then, for this particular choice of ¯b0 we have the interesting identity
ηM,M−1(q|a,b, ¯b) = exp
((
SM−1 logSM
)
(0 |a, b)− (SM−1 log SM)(q |a, b)),
=
SM(b0|a)
SM(q+b0|a)
M−1
∏
j1=1
SM(q+b0 +b j1 |a)
SM(b0 +b j1 |a)
×
×
M−1
∏
j1< j2
SM(b0 +b j1 +b j2 |a)
SM(q+b0 +b j1 +b j2 |a)
×
×
M−1
∏
j1< j2< j3
SM(q+b0 +b j1 +b j2 +b j3 |a)
SM(b0 +b j1 +b j2 +b j3 |a)
· · · , (60)
until all M−1 indices are exhausted.
We will illustrate the general theory with the special cases of β1,0 and β2,1. Let M = 1.
E[β1,0(a,b)q] =Γ1(q+b0 |a)Γ1(b0 |a) , (61)
=a
q
a
Γ(q+b0
a
)
Γ(b0
a
)
, (62)
by (12) so that β1,0 is a Fre´chet distribution. This distribution plays an important role in the structure
of both Selberg and Morris integral probability distributions. For example, the Y distribution in (36)
is
Y = τ1/τ β−11,0 (a = τ ,b0 = τ). (63)
In particular, if ¯b0 = a−b0 as in (59),
E[β1,0(a,b, ¯b)q] =Γ(
q+b0
a
)
Γ(b0
a
)
Γ(1− q+b0
a
)
Γ(1− b0
a
)
, (64)
=
sin(pib0
a
)
sin(pi(q+b0)
a
)
. (65)
Now, let M = 2, a = (a1,a2), b = (b0,b1), ¯b = (a1 +a2−b0−b1,b1).
E[β2,1(a,b)q] =Γ2(q+b0 |a)Γ2(b0 |a)
Γ2(b0 +b1 |a)
Γ2(q+b0 +b1 |a) , (66)
E[β2,1(a,b, ¯b)q] = S2(b0 |a)S2(q+b0 |a)
S2(q+b0 +b1 |a)
S2(b0 +b1 |a) . (67)
For reader’s convenience, the proofs of Theorems 3.1 – 3.3 are deferred to Section 6.
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4 Application to the Morris Integral
In this section we will consider the problem of finding a positive probability distribution having the
property that its positive integral moments are given by the Morris integral. Throughout this section
we let τ > 1 and restrict λ1,λ2 ≥ 0 for simplicity. As we did in Section 2, we write τ as an abbreviation
of a = (1,τ) in the list of parameters of the double gamma function and β2,2(a,b). Recall the Morris
integral, see Chapter 4 of [13].
∫
[−pi,pi]n
n
∏
l=1
eiθl(λ1−λ2)/2|1+ eiθl |λ1+λ2
n
∏
k<l
|eiθk − eiθl |−2/τ dθ =
= (2pi)n
n−1
∏
j=0
Γ(1+λ1 +λ2− jτ )Γ(1− ( j+1)τ )
Γ(1+λ1− jτ )Γ(1+λ2− jτ )Γ(1− 1τ )
. (68)
We wish to construct a probability distribution such that its nth moment coincides with the right-hand
side of (68) for n < τ . The interest in such a construction will become clear in the next section.
Theorem 4.1 (Existence and Properties) The function
M(q |τ , λ1, λ2) = (2piτ
1
τ )q
Γq
(
1− 1τ
) Γ2(τ(λ1 +λ2 +1)+1−q |τ)
Γ2(τ(λ1 +λ2 +1)+1 |τ)
Γ2(−q+ τ |τ)
Γ2(τ |τ) ×
× Γ2(τ(1+λ1)+1 |τ)
Γ2(τ(1+λ1)+1−q |τ)
Γ2(τ(1+λ2)+1 |τ)
Γ2(τ(1+λ2)+1−q |τ) (69)
reproduces the product in Eq. (68) when q = n < τ and is the Mellin transform of the distribution
M(τ ,λ1,λ2) =
2piτ1/τ
Γ(1−1/τ) β
−1
22 (τ ,b0 = τ , b1 = 1+ τλ1, b2 = 1+ τλ2)×
×β−11,0 (τ ,b0 = τ(λ1 +λ2 +1)+1), (70)
where β−122 (a,b) is the inverse Barnes beta of type (2,2) and β−11,0 (a,b) is the independent inverse
Barnes beta of type (1,0). In particular, logM(τ ,λ1,λ2) is infinitely divisible, the Stieltjes moment prob-
lem for M−1(τ ,λ1,λ2) is determinate (unique solution), and the negative moments are given by
E[M−n(τ ,λ1,λ2)] = (2pi)
−n
n−1
∏
j=0
Γ(1+λ1 + ( j+1)τ )Γ(1+λ2 +
( j+1)
τ )Γ(1− 1τ )
Γ(1+λ1 +λ2 + ( j+1)τ )Γ(1+
j
τ )
. (71)
The Mellin transform is involution invariant under
τ → 1
τ
, q→ q
τ
, λi → τλi. (72)
M
(q
τ
| 1
τ
,τλ1,τλ2
)
(2pi)−
q
τ Γ
q
τ (1− τ)Γ(1− q
τ
) =M(q |τ ,λ1,λ2)(2pi)−q×
×Γq(1− 1
τ
)Γ(1−q). (73)
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In the special case of λ1 = λ2 = 0, we have
M(q |τ ,0,0) = (2pi)
q
Γq
(
1− 1τ
)Γ(1− q
τ
)
, (74)
M(τ ,0,0) =
2piτ1/τ
Γ(1−1/τ)β
−1
1,0 (τ ,b0 = τ). (75)
Remark The special case of λ1 = λ2 = 0 was first treated in [14] and corresponds to the Dyson
integral. The involution invariance in this case, in its equivalent self-duality form, see (111) below,
was first discovered in [19].
The proofs are deferred to Section 6.
5 Maximum Distribution of the Gaussian Free Field on the Unit Inter-
val and Circle
In this section we will formulate precise conjectures about the distribution of the maximum of the
discrete 2D gaussian free field (GFF) on the unit interval and circle with a non-random logarithmic
potential. We will not attempt to review the GFF here but rather refer the reader to [14] for the circle
case and to [19] and Section 3 of [40] for the interval case. Suffice it to say that our approach to the
GFF construction is essentially based on the construction of [1], [2], [34].
GFF on the interval Let Vε(x) be a centered gaussian process on [0, 1] with the covariance
Cov [Vε (u),Vε(v)] =
{
−2log |u− v|, ε ≤ |u− v| ≤ 1,
2
(
1− logε− |u−v|ε
)
, |u− v| ≤ ε . (76)
The limit lim
ε→0
Vε (x) is called the continuous GFF on the interval x ∈ [0, 1] and its discretized version
Vε(xi), xi = iε , i = 0 · · ·N, ε = 1/N is the discrete GFF on the interval.
We note that in applications, see [40] for example, the GFF construction arises is a slightly more
general form of
Cov [Vε(u),Vε (v)] =
{
−2 log |u− v|, ε ≪ |u− v| ≤ 1,
2(κ− logε) , u = v,
+O(ε), (77)
where κ ≥ 0 is some fixed constant and the details of regularization are relegated to the O(ε) term.
It is worth emphasizing that the choice of covariance regularization for |u− v| ≤ ε has no effect on
distribution of the maximum, so long as the variance behaves as in (77), due to Theorem 6 in [2] as
explained below. The same remark applies to the GFF on the circle so we give its definition in the
more general form.
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GFF on the circle Let Vε(ψ) be a centered gaussian process with the covariance
Cov [Vε (ψ),Vε (ξ )] =
{
−2 log |eiψ − eiξ |, |ξ −ψ | ≫ ε ,
2(κ− logε) ,ψ = ξ ,
+O(ε), (78)
where κ ≥ 0 is some fixed constant. The limit lim
ε→0
Vε(ψ) is called the GFF on the circle ψ ∈ [−pi,pi)
and its discretized version Vε(ψ j), ψ j = jε , j = −N/2 · · ·N/2, ε = 1/N is the discrete GFF on the
circle.
The existence of such objects follows from the general theory of [41] as shown in [2] and [34].
Problem formulation for the interval Let λ1, λ2 ≥ 0. Let
N = 1/ε (79)
so we can think of Vε (x) as being defined at xi = iε , i = 0 · · ·N. What is the distribution of
VN , max{Vε (xi)+λ1 log(xi)+λ2 log(1− xi), i = 1 · · ·N} (80)
in the form of an asymptotic expansion in N in the limit N → ∞?
Problem formulation for the circle Let α ≥ 0. Let
N = 2pi/ε (81)
and think of Vε(ψ) as being defined at ψ j = jε , j =−N/2 · · ·N/2. What is the distribution of
VN , max{Vε(ψ j)+2α log |1+ eiψ j |, j =−N/2 · · ·N/2} (82)
in the form of an asymptotic expansion in N in the limit N → ∞?
We will consider the case of the GFF on the interval first. Define the critical Selberg integral
probability distribution in terms of the Selberg integral distribution in Theorem 2.6 by the formula
Critical Selberg Integral Distribution
M(τ=1,λ1,λ2) , limτ↓1
Γ
(
1−1/τ)
2pi
M(τ ,λ1,λ2). (83)
This limit exists by (40). We will refer to M(τ=1,λ1,λ2) as the critical Selberg integral distribution.
Conjecture 5.1 (Maximum of the GFF on the Interval) The leading asymptotic term in the expan-
sion of the Laplace transform of VN in N is
E[eqVN ]≈ eq(2log N−(3/2) log logN+const) E[Mq(τ=1,λ1,λ2)], N → ∞. (84)
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Probabilistically, let
X1 , β−12,2
(
τ = 1,b0 = 2+λ1, b1 = (λ2−λ1)/2, b2 = (λ2−λ1)/2
)
, (85)
X2 , β−12,2
(
τ = 1,b0 = 2+(λ1 +λ2)/2, b1 = 1/2, b2 = 1/2
)
, (86)
X3 , β−12,2
(
τ = 1,b0 = 2, b1 = (2+λ1 +λ2)/2, b2 = (2+λ1 +λ2)/2
)
, (87)
Y , β−11,0
(
τ = 1,b0 = 1
) (88)
be as in Theorem 2.6 with τ = 1. Then, as N → ∞,
VN =2log N− 32 log logN + const+N (0, 4log 2)+ logX1 + logX2 + logX3+
+ logY + logY ′+o(1), (89)
where Y ′ is an independent copy of Y.
Remark This conjecture at the level of the Mellin transform is due to [19] in the case of λ1 = λ2 = 0
and [18] for general λ1 and λ2. Our probabilistic re-formulation of their conjecture is new. We also
note that the Mellin transform of the Barnes beta distribution β2,2 with a = (1,1) can be expressed in
terms of the Barnes G function, see [3], as follows.
E
[β q2,2(1,b0,b1,b2)]= G(b0)G(q+b0)
G(q+b0 +b1)
G(b0 +b1)
G(q+b0 +b2)
G(b0 +b2)
×
× G(b0 +b1 +b2)G(q+b0 +b1 +b2) . (90)
In the special case of λ1 = λ2 = 0, X1 degenerates, X3 becomes Pareto, and
X2 = β−12,2
(
1,b0 = 2, b1 = 1/2, b2 = 1/2
)
, (91)
see Section 6 of [39] for details.
Similarly, to formulate our conjecture for the maximum of the GFF on the circle, we need to
define the critical Morris integral probability distribution.
Critical Morris Integral Distribution
M(τ=1,λ1,λ2) , limτ↓1
Γ
(
1−1/τ)
2pi
M(τ ,λ1,λ2), (92)
where M(τ ,λ1,λ2) is as in Theorem 4.1.
This limit exists by (70). We will refer to M(τ=1,λ1,λ2) as the critical Morris integral distribution.
Conjecture 5.2 (Maximum of the GFF on the Circle) The leading asymptotic term in the expan-
sion of the Laplace transform of VN in N is
E[eqVN ]≈ eq(2log N−(3/2) log log N+const) E[Mq(τ=1,α ,α)], N → ∞. (93)
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Probabilistically, let
X , β−12,2
(
τ = 1,b0 = 1, b1 = 1+α , b2 = 1+α
)
, (94)
Y , β−11,0 (τ = 1,b0 = 2α +2), (95)
Y ′ , β−11,0
(
τ = 1,b0 = 1
) (96)
be as in Theorem 4.1 with τ = 1. Then,
VN = 2log N− 32 log log N + const+ logX + logY + logY
′+o(1). (97)
If α = 0,
VN = 2log N− 32 log log N + const+ logY + logY
′+o(1), (98)
where
Y in law= Y ′ = β−11,0
(
τ = 1,b0 = 1
)
. (99)
Remark This conjecture is due to [14] in the case of α = 0. The extension to general α is new.
In the rest of this section we will give a heuristic derivation of our conjectures. Our approach is based
on the freezing hypothesis and calculations of [14] and [19] as well as our conjectures relating the
distribution of the exponential functional of the GFF on the interval and circle to the Selberg and
Morris integral distributions, respectively. To this end, we need to briefly recall the principal result
of [2] concerning the existence of the gaussian multiplicative chaos measure (also known as the limit
lognormal measure, see [32], [33]), which we are stating here in slightly more general form.
Theorem 5.3 (Multiplicative Chaos on the Interval) Let 0≤ β < 1. The exponential functional of
the GFF on the interval converges weakly a.s. as ε → 0 to a non-degenerate limit random measure
e−β 2(κ−logε)
∫ b
a
eβVε (u) du−→Mβ (a,b), (100)
E[Mβ (a,b)] = |b−a|. (101)
The moments of the (generalized) total mass of the limit measure are given by the Selberg integral:
let n < 1/β 2,
E
[(∫ 1
0
sλ1(1− s)λ2 Mβ (ds)
)n]
=
∫
[0,1]n
n
∏
i=1
sλ1i (1− si)λ2
n
∏
i< j
|si− s j|−2β 2 ds1 · · ·dsn. (102)
We constructed a probability distribution having the required moments, see Theorem 2.6, which leads
us to the following conjecture, originally due to [36] for λ1 = λ2 = 0 and due to [19] (at the level of
the Mellin transform, see Remark 2 at the end of Section 2) and [37] in general.
Conjecture 5.4 (Law of Total Mass) Let M(τ ,λ1,λ2) be the Selberg integral distribution in (33).
M(τ ,λ1,λ2)
in law
=
∫ 1
0
sλ1(1− s)λ2 Mβ (ds), τ = 1/β 2 > 1. (103)
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Now, following [19], define the exponential functional
Zλ1,λ2,ε(β ),
N
∑
i=1
x
βλ1
i (1− xi)βλ2 eβVε (xi). (104)
Using the identity
P
(
VN < s
)
= limβ→∞ E
[
exp
(
−e−βs Zλ1,λ2,ε(β )/C
)]
, (105)
which is applicable to any sequence of random variables and an arbitrary β -independent constant C,
the distribution of the maximum is reduced to the Laplace transform of the exponential functional in
the limit β → ∞. Now, by Theorem 5.3, it is known that for 0 < β < 1 the exponential functional
converges2 as N → ∞ to the (generalized) total mass of the multiplicative chaos (limit lognormal)
measure on the unit interval, which is conjectured to be given by the Selberg integral distribution,
resulting in the approximation3
Zλ1,λ2,ε(β )≈ N1+β
2
eβ 2κ M(τ ,βλ1,βλ2), N → ∞, (106)
where
τ = 1/β 2, 0 < β < 1. (107)
Next, we recall the involution invariance of the Mellin transform of the Selberg integral distribution,
see (42). Denoting the Mellin transform as in Theorem 2.6,
M(q |τ ,λ1,λ2) = E
[
Mq(τ ,λ1,λ2)
]
, Re(q)< τ , (108)
we have
M
(q
τ
| 1
τ
,τλ1,τλ2
)
(2pi)−
q
τ Γ
q
τ (1− τ)Γ(1− q
τ
) =M(q |τ ,λ1,λ2)(2pi)−q×
×Γq(1− 1
τ
)Γ(1−q). (109)
Hence, introducing the function
F(q |β ,λ1,λ2),M( qβ | 1β 2 ,βλ1,βλ2
)
(2pi)−
q
β Γ
q
β (1−β 2)Γ(1− qβ ), (110)
one observes that it satisfies the identity
F(q |β ,λ1,λ2) = F(q
∣∣ 1β ,λ1,λ2), (111)
first discovered in [19] in the special case of λ1 = λ2 = 0, then formulated in general in the form
of (109) in [39], and in [18] in this form. On the other hand, as shown in [19], one has the general
identity ∫
R
eyq
d
dy exp
(
−e−βyX
)
dy = X
q
β Γ(1− qβ ), Re(q) < 0, X > 0. (112)
2 Theorem 6 in [2] shows that the laws of the total mass of the continuous and discrete multiplicative chaos measures
are the same provided the ε parameter in (76) coincides with the discretization step.
3The validity of approximating the finite N quantity with the N → ∞ limit is discussed in [14].
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Letting
X = Zλ1,λ2,ε (β )
eκ Γ(1−β 2)
2pi
(113)
one sees by means of (106) that for 0 < β < 1,
E
[
X
q
β
]≈ eqκ(β+ 1β )Nq(β+ 1β )M( qβ | 1β 2 ,βλ1,βλ2)(2pi)−
q
β Γ
q
β (1−β 2), N → ∞, (114)
so that
E
[
X
q
β
]
Γ(1− qβ )≈ e
qκ(β+ 1β )Nq(β+
1
β ) F(q |β ,λ1,λ2), N → ∞. (115)
On the other hand, by letting the constant C in (105) to be taken to be
C = 2pi
eκ Γ(1−β 2) , (116)
and combining (105) with (112) , one obtains
E[eqVN ] = limβ→∞
[
E
[
X
q
β
]
Γ(1− qβ )
]
. (117)
The right-hand side of this equation has only been determined for 0 < β < 1, see (115). Due to the
self-duality of the right-hand side, one assumes that it gets frozen at β = 1, as first formulated in [19].
Conjecture 5.5 (The Freezing Hypothesis) Let β > 1.
E
[
X
q
β
]
Γ(1− qβ ) = E
[
X
q
β
]
Γ(1− qβ )
∣∣∣β=1. (118)
One must note however that C is not β -independent. It is argued in [15] and [20] that the Γ(1−β 2)
term shifts the maximum by −(3/2) log logN, see also [10]. Overall, we then obtain by (115),
E[eqVN ]≈ eq(2log N−(3/2) log logN+const) F(q |β = 1,λ1,λ2), N → ∞ (119)
for some constant.4 Finally, recalling definitions of the critical Selberg integral distribution in (83)
and of F(q |β ,λ1,λ2) in (110), and appropriately adjusting the constant,
E[eqVN ]≈ eq(2log N−(3/2) log logN+const) E
[
Mq(τ=1,λ1,λ2)
]
Γ(1−q), (120)
so that Y ′ comes from the Γ(1−q) factor and has the same law as Y.
The argument for the GFF on the circle goes through verbatim so we will only point out the key
steps and omit redundant details. Define the exponential functional
Zα ,ε(β ) =
N/2
∑
j=−N/2
|1+ eiψ j |2α β eβVε (ψ j). (121)
To describe its limit as N → ∞ we need to compute the distribution of the generalized total mass of
the limit lognormal measure on the circle. The following result follows from the general theory of
multiplicative chaos measures of [24].
4As remarked in [21], this procedure only determines the distribution of the maximum up to a constant term.
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Theorem 5.6 (Multiplicative Chaos on the Circle) Let 0 ≤ β < 1. The exponential functional of
the GFF on the circle converges weakly a.s. as ε → 0 to a non-degenerate limit random measure
e−β 2(κ−logε)
∫ ψ
φ
eβVε (θ )dθ −→Mβ (φ ,ψ), (122)
E[Mβ (φ ,ψ)] = |ψ−φ |. (123)
The moments of the (generalized) total mass of the limit measure are given by the Morris integral: let
n < 1/β 2,
E
[(∫ pi
−pi
eiψ
λ1−λ2
2 |1+ eiψ |λ1+λ2 dMβ (ψ)
)n]
=
∫
[−pi,pi]n
n
∏
l=1
eiθl
λ1−λ2
2 |1+ eiθl |λ1+λ2
×
n
∏
k<l
|eiθk − eiθl |−2β 2 dθ . (124)
We constructed a probability distribution having the required moments, see Theorem 4.1, which leads
us to the following conjecture.
Conjecture 5.7 (Law of Total Mass) Let M(τ ,λ1,λ2) be as in (70). Let
λ1 = λ2 = α ,5 (125)
M(τ ,α ,α)
in law
=
∫ pi
−pi
|1+ eiψ |2α dMβ (ψ), τ = 1/β 2 > 1. (126)
This conjecture for λ1 = λ2 = 0 is due to [14], the general case is original to this paper.
It follows that the exponential functional in (121) can be approximated by
Zα ,ε(β )≈ ( N2pi )1+β
2
eβ 2κ M(τ ,βα ,βα), N → ∞. (127)
The rest of the argument is the same as for the GFF on the interval, with (73) replacing (42).
6 Proofs
We begin with a key lemma on the action of SM−1 on polynomials.
Lemma 6.1 (Main lemma) Let f (t) be a fixed function and define the associated Bernoulli polyno-
mials by
B( f )k (x),
dm
dtk |t=0
[ f (t)e−xt ]. (128)
(
SM−1B
( f )
k
)
(q |b) = 0, k < M−1, (129)(
SM−1B
( f )
M−1
)
(q |b) = (SM−1B( f )M−1)(0 |b), (130)(
SM−1B
( f )
M
)
(q |b)− (SM−1B( f )M )(0 |b) =−q f (0)M!M−1∏
j=1
b j. (131)
5This restriction is necessary as M(τ ,λ1,λ2) is real-valued whereas
∫ pi
−pi e
iψ λ1−λ22 |1+ eiψ |λ1+λ2 dMβ (ψ) is not in general,
unless λ1 = λ2. The problem of determining the law of
∫ pi
−pi eiψ
λ1−λ2
2 |1+ eiψ |λ1+λ2 dMβ (ψ) for λ1 6= λ2 is left to future
research.
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Proof The identities in (129) and (130) were first established in [38]. As the argument for (131) is
similar, we will reproduce the original argument here for completeness. Define the function g(t),
g(t), f (t)e−qt e−b0t
N
∏
j=1
(1− e−b jt). (132)
Then, using the identity
e−(q+b0)t
N
∏
j=1
(1− e−b jt) =e−(q+b0)t
N
∑
p=0
(−1)p
N
∑
k1<···<kp=1
exp
(−(bk1 + · · ·+bkp)t),
=
(
SNe
−xt)(q|b), (133)
one obtains
g(k)(0) = (SNB( f )k )(q |b), (134)
= 0, if k < N, (135)
= f (0)N!
N
∏
j=1
b j, if k = N. (136)
To verify (131), letting N = M−1, k = M, one observes that (134) implies the identity
(SM−1B
( f )
M )(q |b) = f (0)
dM
dtM |t=0
M−1
∏
j=1
(1− e−b jt)+M!
M−1
∏
j=1
b j B( f )1 (q+b0). (137)
Hence, (
SM−1B
( f )
M (x)
)
(q |b)− (SM−1B( f )M (x))(0 |b) =
M!
M−1
∏
j=1
b j
(
B( f )1 (q+b0)−B( f )1 (b0)
)
. (138)
Finally, it remains to notice that B( f )1 (x) satisfies the identity
B( f )1 (x)−B( f )1 (x+ y) = f (0)y, (139)
and (131) follows.
Proof of Theorem 3.1 We wish to establish the identity
ηM,M−1(q|a,b) = exp
( ∞∫
0
dt
t
[
(e−tq−1)e−b0t
M−1
∏
j=1
(1− e−b jt)
M
∏
i=1
(1− e−ait)
+qe−t
M−1
∏
j=1
b j
M
∏
i=1
ai
])
. (140)
Once it is established, (47) follows immediately by adding and subtracting qt in the integrand, which
allows us to split the integral in (140) into two individual integrals and thereby bring it to the required
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Le´vy-Khinchine form. To verify (140) we need to recall the Ruijsenaars formula in Theorem 2.1. We
see from Lemma 6.1 that for any k = 0 · · ·M−1 we have the identity(
SM−1BM,k(x|a)
)
(q |b)− (SM−1BM,k(x|a))(0 |b) = 0. (141)
It follows upon substituting (7) into (43) and using (131) that the only non-vanishing terms are
ηM,M−1(q|a,b) =exp
( ∞∫
0
dt
t
[(
SM−1e−xt
)
(q |b)− (SM−1e−xt)(0 |b)
M
∏
i=1
(1− e−ait)
+
+qe−t
M−1
∏
j=1
b j
M
∏
i=1
ai
])
, (142)
and the result follows from (133). Now, we have the obvious identities
∞∫
0
e−b0t
M−1
∏
j=1
(1− e−b jt)
M
∏
i=1
(1− e−ait)
dt
t
= ∞, (143)
∞∫
0
e−b0t
M−1
∏
j=1
(1− e−b jt)
M
∏
i=1
(1− e−ait)
dt = ∞, (144)
which imply that logβM,M−1(a,b) is absolutely continuous and supported on R by Theorem 4.23 and
Proposition 8.2 in Chapter 4 of [47], respectively. The scaling invariance in (48) is a corollary of (14)
and (131).
Proof of Theorem 3.2 The asymptotic expansion of logΓM(w |a) in (8) consists of the leading term
−BM,M(w |a) log(w)/M! plus a polynomial remainder. Lemma 6.1 shows that the remainder term
contributes O(q) to logηM,M−1(q|a,b). It remains to show that as q→ ∞,
(
SM−1BM,M(x |a) log(x)
)
(q|b) =−M!(M−1∏
j=1
b j/
M
∏
i=1
ai
)
q log(q)+O(q). (145)
Slightly generalizing the calculation in Lemma 6.1, let
g(t), f (t)e−qt d
r
dtr
[
e−b0t
M−1
∏
j=1
(1− e−b jt)]. (146)
Then,
g(n)(0) =
n
∑
m=0
(
n
m
)
B( f )n−m(q)
dm+r
dtm+r |t=0
[
e−b0t
M−1
∏
j=1
(1− e−b jt)], (147)
= (−1)r
M−1
∑
p=0
(−1)p
M−1
∑
k1<···<kp=1
(
b0 +∑bk j)r B( f )n (q+b0 +∑bk j). (148)
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In our case n = M, f (t) as in (5), and the expression in (148) is the coefficient of 1/qr that one gets
by expanding
(
SM−1BM,M(x |a) log(x)
)
(q|b) in powers of 1/q. By (147) we can restrict ourselves to
m+ r ≥ M−1. On the other hand, the overall power of q is M−m− r so that we are only interested
in M−m− r ≥ 1, as the other terms contribute O(1). Hence, m = M− r−1, and the contribution of
such terms is O(q),(
SM−1BM,M(x |a) log(x)
)
(q|b) = log(q)(SM−1BM,M(x |a))(q|b)+O(q), (149)
and the result follows from (131). Finally, the asymptotic behavior in (49) coincides with the asymp-
totic behavior of generalized gamma distributions and (50) follows from the known solution to the
Stieltjes moment problem for these distributions, see [29].
Proof of Theorem 3.3 The factorizations in (53) and (54) are corollaries of Lemma 6.1 and Shintani
and Barnes factorizations of the multiple gamma functions, see (16) and (3), respectively. A direct
proof can be given as follows. The Mellin transform of βM,M−1(a,b, ¯b) is
ηM,M−1(q|a,b, ¯b) = exp
( ∞∫
0
dt
t
(
(e−tq−1)e−b0t +(etq−1)e−¯b0t
)M−1∏j=1 (1− e−b jt)
M
∏
i=1
(1− e−ait)
)
. (150)
Let i = M without any loss of generality. The formula in (150) can be written in the form
ηM,M−1(q|a,b, ¯b) =e
∞∫
0
dt
t
∞
∑
k=0
[
(e−tq−1)e−(b0+kaM)t+(etq−1)e−(¯b0+kaM)t
]
M−1
∏
j=1
(1−e−b jt )
(1−e−a jt ) ,
=
∞
∏
k=0
exp
( ∞∫
0
dt
t
(e−tq−1)e−(b0+kaM)t
M−1
∏
j=1
(1− e−b jt)
(1− e−a jt)
)
×
× exp
( ∞∫
0
dt
t
(etq−1)e−(¯b0+kaM)t
M−1
∏
j=1
(1− e−b jt)
(1− e−a jt)
)
, (151)
which is exactly the same as the expression in (53) if one recalls (21) and the following identity that
we first noted in [38],
ηM,N(q |a, b0 + x,b1 · · ·bN)ηM,N(x |a, b) = ηM,N(q+ x |a, b), x > 0, (152)
where b = (b0,b1, · · ·bN). The expression in (151) is equivalent to (55). If we now apply (27) to each
Barnes beta factor in (55), we obtain (56), which is equivalent to (54). The scaling invariance in (57)
follows from (48).
Proof of Theorem 4.1 Recall the functional equation of the double gamma function, see (11) with
M = 2, and the definition of Γ1(w|a) in (12). Using the functional equation repeatedly, we obtain for
a = (1,τ) and k ∈ N,
Γ2(z+1− k |τ)
Γ2(z+1 |τ) =
( 1
2piτ
)k/2
τ
k−1
∑
j=0
(z− j)/τ k−1∏
j=0
Γ
( z
τ
− j
τ
)
. (153)
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We now apply this equation to each of the four ratios of double gamma functions in (69) with q = n,
which results in (68). Now, the inverse Barnes beta distribution β−12,2 (a,b) with parameters a = (1,τ)
and b = (τ ,1+ τλ1,1+ τλ2) has the Mellin transform
E
[β−q2,2 (τ ,τ ,1+ τλ1,1+ τλ2)]=Γ2(−q+ τ |τ)Γ2(τ |τ)
Γ2(τ(1+λ1)+1 |τ)
Γ2(τ(1+λ1)+1−q |τ)×
× Γ2(τ(1+λ2)+1 |τ)
Γ2(τ(1+λ2)+1−q |τ)×
× Γ2(τ(λ1 +λ2 +1)+2−q |τ)
Γ2(τ(λ1 +λ2 +1)+2 |τ) . (154)
The difference between this expression and that in (69) is in the last factor. Applying the functional
equation once again, we get
Γ2(τ(λ1 +λ2 +1)+1−q |τ)
Γ2(τ(λ1 +λ2 +1)+1 |τ) =τ
− qτ Γ(λ1 +λ2 +1+
1−q
τ )
Γ(λ1 +λ2 +1+ 1τ )
×
× Γ2(τ(λ1 +λ2 +1)+2−q |τ)
Γ2(τ(λ1 +λ2 +1)+2 |τ) . (155)
Recalling the definition of the Mellin transform of the inverse Barnes beta β−11,0 (a,b) with parameters
a = τ and b = 1+ τ(1+λ1+λ2),
E
[β−q1,0 ((τ ,1+ τ(1+λ1+λ2))]= τ− qτ Γ(−
q
τ +1+λ1 +λ2 + 1τ )
Γ(1+λ1 +λ2 + 1τ )
, (156)
we see that the Mellin transform of the distribution M(τ ,λ1,λ2) in (70) coincides with the expression in
(69).
The infinite divisibility of logM(τ ,λ1,λ2) follows from that of log β−12,2 (a,b) and logβ−11,0 (a,b). The
determinacy of the Stieltjes moment problem for M−1(τ ,λ1,λ2) follows from Theorem 3.2 as β2,2(a,b) is
compactly supported. In our case the condition for determinacy in (50),
1≤ 2τ , (157)
is satisfied as τ > 1. The negative moments and the special case of λ1 = λ2 = 0 follow from (153). To
prove the involution invariance in (73), we need to recall the scaling property of the multiple gamma
function, see (14). The transformation in (72) corresponds to κ = 1/τ . We note first that
1
τ
(1, τ) = (1,
1
τ
) (158)
in the sense of the parameters of the double gamma function. We apply (14) to each of the double
gamma factors in (69) under the transformation in (72). For example,
Γ2
(1
τ
(τλ1 + τλ2+1)+1− q
τ
∣∣∣ 1
τ
)
=Γ2
(1
τ
(
τ(λ1 +λ2 +1)+1−q
)∣∣∣ 1
τ
)
,
=
(1
τ
)−B2,2(τ(λ1+λ2+1)+1−q)/2×
×Γ2
(
τ(λ1 +λ2 +1)+1−q
∣∣∣τ). (159)
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Using the identity
B2,2(x |a) = x
2
a1a2
− x(a1 +a2)
a1a2
+
a21 +3a1a2 +a22
6a1a2
, (160)
with (a1 = 1, a2 = τ), we collect all terms and simplify to obtain
M
(q
τ
| 1
τ
,τλ1,τλ2
)
(2pi)−
q
τ Γ
q
τ (1− τ) =M(q |τ ,λ1,λ2)
( 2piτ 1τ
Γ(1− 1τ )
)−q
×
× Γ2(1−q |τ)Γ2(τ |τ)
Γ2(1 |τ)Γ2(τ−q |τ) . (161)
It remains to observe that the functional equation of the double gamma function implies the identity
τ−
q
τ
Γ2(1−q |τ)Γ2(τ |τ)
Γ2(1 |τ)Γ2(τ −q |τ) =
Γ(1−q)
Γ(1− qτ )
, (162)
which gives the result.
7 Conclusion and Open Questions
We introduced a new family βM,M−1(a,b), M ∈ N, of Barnes beta distributions, i.e. distributions
whose Mellin transform is defined to be an intertwining product of ratios of multiple gamma func-
tions of Barnes, that are supported on (0,∞). We showed infinite divisibility and absolute continuity
of logβM,M−1(a,b) by computing its Levy-Khinchine decomposition explicitly. We calculated the
asymptotic expansion of the Mellin transform of βM,M−1(a,b) and solved the Stieltjes moment prob-
lem for βM,M−1(a,b). We also showed that the ratio βM,M−1(a,b)β−1M,M−1(a, ¯b) with different values
of b0 possesses remarkable infinite factorizations and its Mellin transform reduces in a special case
to intertwining products of ratios of multiple sine functions. For application, we noted that β2,1(a,b)
coincides with the distribution, which was first discovered in [26] and [27] and recently studied in
[28] in the context of laws of certain functionals of stable processes, and the distribution β1,0(a,b)
appears as a building block of both Selberg and Morris probability distributions.
We reviewed the general theory of Barnes beta distributions to make our paper self-contained
and then focused on the structure of the Selberg and Morris integral probability distributions. The
construction of the latter is original to this paper. In both cases we emphasized the connection with
Barnes beta distributions of types (1,0) and (2,2) and showed as a corollary that the Stieltjes moment
problem for the negative moments of the Morris integral distribution, unlike that of the Selberg inte-
gral distribution, is determinate. We noted that the self-duality of the Mellin transform of the Selberg
integral distribution, which was established originally in [18] and [19], follows from its involution
invariance that we established in [39]. We showed that the self-duality of the Mellin transform of
the Morris integral distribution, which was established originally in [19] in the special case of the
Dyson integral distribution, extends to the general Morris integral distribution and also follows from
its involution invariance, which we proved in this paper. For application, we examined the conjectures
of [14], [18], and [19] about the maximum distribution of the gaussian free field on the interval and
circle. We reviewed their calculations from the viewpoint of the gaussian multiplicative chaos theory
and conjecturally expressed the law of the derivative martingale in both cases in terms of Barnes beta
distributions of types (1,0) and (2,2). In particular, in the interval case, our probabilistic reformu-
lation of their conjecture is new and, in the circle case, our conjecture itself is new and extends the
original conjecture of [14] by adding a non-random logarithmic potential to the gaussian free field.
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There are at least two additional areas of applications of Barnes beta distributions that are beyond
the scope of this paper and left to future research. First, the Selberg integral distribution appears
conjecturally as a mod-gaussian limit of the exponential functional of a large class of known statistics
that converge to a gaussian process with H 1/2(R) limiting covariance, see [40]. Hence, the consid-
erations of this paper can be naturally carried over to the maximum distribution of all such statistics.
Second, we showed in [39] that a limit of Barnes beta distributions of type β2M,3M as M → ∞ can be
used to approximate the completed Riemann zeta function. It remains to see if this approximation is
useful in verifying the conjectures of [16] about extremal values of the Riemann zeta function on the
critical line, which are related to the Selberg and Morris integral distributions, i.e. if the aforemen-
tioned limit can be related to β2,2 distributions.
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